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To the Editor:

 {#jah34112-sec-0001}

Recent results from a meta‐analysis of 28 randomized controlled trials of patients with peripheral artery disease of the leg, reported an increased risk of all‐cause death in the group treated with paclitaxel‐coated devices.[1](#jah34112-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Despite the lack of a plausible mechanism, the strength of statistical evidence and the popularity of this procedure raised general concern about its safety. As a consequence, the pending enrollment of major ongoing randomized controlled trials in the field were temporarily halted, and the Food and Drug Administration recommended that healthcare providers improve surveillance of patients with paclitaxel‐coated devices, while waiting for further investigation.[2](#jah34112-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

In the 28 studies evaluated by Katsanos et al no higher risk of death was found in patients treated with paclitaxel‐coated devices after 1 year of follow‐up (risk ratio \[RR\]=1.08; 0.72--1.61), and none of those studies showed significant results. The authors then evaluated those studies with extended follow‐up, under the hypothesis that a longer period of observation may reveal an increased risk of death, hidden in short‐term studies by the limited observation time and by the small number of events. A significant association with the risk of all‐cause death in patients treated with paclitaxel‐coated devices was found after 2 and 5 years of follow‐up, ie, RR=1.68 \[1.15 to 2.47\], and 1.93 \[1.27 to 2.93\], respectively.

The prospective approach, which is generally robust to bias, is vulnerable to non‐random losses,[3](#jah34112-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah34112-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and whenever a systematic loss of information related to the potential factors under investigation occurs, any conclusions drawn from the study may be erroneous. Since positive results reported by the meta‐analysis came only from the subset of studies with long‐term follow‐up, the presence of selection bias because of a selective loss of studies should be carefully considered.

To investigate the presence of non‐random selection of the studies which published results from follow‐ups over the first year, ie, 12 and 3 studies up to 2 and 5 years, respectively, all 28 studies selected for the meta‐analysis were ranked according to the RR at the first year of follow‐up (information available for all studies). Thirteen studies reported an RR ≤1, 4 studies did not report events (deaths), 11 showed an RR \>1 (5 of them RR \>2) (see Table [S1](#jah34112-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). According to this list, negative or inconclusive studies represent the 60.7% of all studies (17 out of 28), while positive studies (RR \>1) represent 39.3% (11 out of 28). If the selection of those studies whose follow‐up continued after the first year would have been random, negative/inconclusive studies at the first year of follow‐up should approximately represent the 60% of them, while 40% should come from studies with RR \>1 at the first year of follow‐up. From Figures 1, 2, and 3 of the meta‐analysis we see that studies which were negative at 1‐year follow‐up contributed to 50% (6/12) of studies which continued to the second year, and none of them (0/3) continued to the fifth year. On the contrary, positive studies (RR \>1) at the first year of follow‐up represented 50% (6/12) of studies with a 2‐year follow‐up, and the totality (3/3) of studies which continued to the fifth year. Interestingly, all 5 studies with the highest RR continued the follow‐up while none of the 5 studies with the lowest RR continued after the first year. Using the absolute number of patients or changing stratification criteria did not change these figures.

The non‐random selection of studies with longer surveillance---which we believe is associated to the results of the first‐year follow‐up---supports the conclusion that results from the article by Katsanos et al may be flawed, because of the higher propensity of research groups finding a potential association paclitaxel‐mortality at the first year of follow‐up to continue the surveillance, while groups reporting at first negative or inconclusive association in most cases did not continue the follow‐up.

An additional observation coming from the comparison of results at different times shows in 2 (THUNDER \[Local Taxan With Short Time Contact for Reduction of Restenosis in Distal Arteries\] and IN.PACT.SFA \[Admiral Paclitaxel‐Coated Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty Balloon Catheter in the Superficial Femoral Artery\]) studies out of 3 with a 5‐year follow‐up that the RR is lower than that observed at the first year, further challenging the hypothesis of a risk of death growing with time.

The possibility that the results of the meta‐analysis by Katsanos et al, are affected by some degree of selection bias raises doubts about the real increase of all‐cause mortality in patients treated with paclitaxel‐coated devices. As recommended by the Food and Drug Administration, further research is required, extending the duration of follow‐up also in those studies which do not show higher risk of death in short‐term analyses.
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**Table S1.** Distribution of the 28 Randomized Clinical Trials Included in the Meta‐Analysis by Katsanos et al,[1](#jah34112-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Ranked by RR at First‐Year Follow‐Up
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Click here for additional data file.
